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Abstract The Advanced Resource Connector (ARC)
is a light-weight, non-intrusive, simple yet powerful
Grid middleware capable of connecting highly hetero-
geneous computing and storage resources. ARC aims
at providing general purpose, flexible, collaborative
computing environments suitable for a range of uses,
both in science and business. The server side offers the
fundamental job execution management, information
and data capabilities required for a Grid. Users are
provided with an easy to install and use client which
provides a basic toolbox for job- and data management.
The KnowARC project developed the next-generation
ARC middleware, implemented as Web Services with
the aim of standard-compliant interoperability.
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1 Introduction

Many collaborative projects with common data and
computing needs require a system to facilitate the shar-
ing of resources and knowledge in a simple and se-
cure way. Some 10 years ago, the high-energy physics
community involved in the new detectors of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, the European high-
energy physics laboratory outside Geneva, faced very
challenging computing demands combined with the
need for world wide distribution of data and process-
ing. The emerging vision of Grid computing [1] as an
easily accessible, distributed, pervasive resource was
embraced by the physicists and answered both technical
and political requirements for data processing to sup-
port the LHC. In 2002 NorduGrid [2], a collaboration
of leading Nordic academic institutions, introduced the
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Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) middleware as
a complete grid solution for the Nordic region and
beyond.

As NorduGrid represented stakeholders with highly
heterogeneous hardware, it was necessary for its soft-
ware to run natively on a range of different platforms.
They developed a light-weight, non-intrusive solution
that respects local policies and assures security, both for
the resource providers and the users. ARC [3] was and
still is developed following a “bottom-up” approach: to
start with something simple that works for users and
add functionality gradually. The decentralized services
of ARC make the system stable and reliable, and have
facilitated the creation of a highly efficient distributed
computing resource accessed by numerous users via an
easy to use client package.

Like many other middlewares, ARC development
started by building on the Globus Toolkit [4]. This first
generation of middlewares was quite diverse as there
were few standards in the field, making interaction
between the Grids difficult. In recent years, there has
been a growing awareness and need for interoperability
which has resulted in a number initiatives working to-
wards Grid standards that can drive Grid development
and allow for interoperability.

The EU-funded KnowARC [5] project developed
the next-generation ARC middleware, re-engineered
the software into a modular, Web Services (WS)-based,
standard-compliant basis for future Grid infrastruc-
tures. Although the Grid has been somewhat overshad-
owed by the emerging remain a highly relevant solution
for scientific and business users. ARC in particular is a
more ’cloudy’ solution than other Grid solutions, partly
due to the absence of the strict coupling between grid
storage and compute element.

2 The ARC middleware design

From the beginning of ARC, major effort has been put
into making the ARC Grid system stable by design.
This is achieved by avoiding centralized services which
could represent single points of failure, and building the
system around only three mandatory components:

The computing service, implemented as a GridFTP
[6]—Grid Manager [7] (GM) pair of services. The GM
which runs on each computing resource’s front-end, is
the “heart” of the ARC-Grid. It serves as a gateway
to the computing resource by providing an interface
between the outside world and a Local Resource Man-
agement System (LRMS). Its primary tasks are job
manipulation and job related data management which

includes download and upload of input and output data
as well as caching of popular data. It may also handle
accounting and other essential functions.

The information system serves as the “nervous sys-
tem” of an ARC-Grid. It is implemented as a dis-
tributed database, a setup which gives this important
service considerable redundancy and stability. The in-
formation is stored locally for each service in a local
information system, while the hierarchically connected
indexing service maintain the list of known resources.
ARC also provides a powerful and detailed monitoring
web page [8] showing up-to-date status and workload
related to resources and users.

The brokering client is the “brain” of the Grid. It has
powerful resource discovery and brokering capabilities,
and is able to distribute a workload across the Grid.
This interaction between the distributed information
system and the user clients makes centralized work-
load management unnecessary and thus avoids typical
single points of failure. The client toolbox provides
functionalities for all the Grid services covering job
management, data management as well as user and
host credentials handling. In addition to the monitoring
web page, users have access to detailed job information
and real-time access to log files. In order to make the
Grid resources easily accessible, the client has been
kept very light-weight and is distributed as an easy to
install stand-alone package available for most popular
platforms.

The ARC middleware is often used in environments
where the resources are owned by different institutions
and organizations. A key requirement in such an envi-
ronment is that the system is non-intrusive and respects
local policies, especially those related to the choice
of platform and security. The Computing Service is
deployed as a thin and firewall-friendly Grid front–end
layer, so there is no middleware on the compute nodes,
and it can coexist with other middlewares. The job
management is handed over to the local batch system
and ARC supports a long list of the most popular
LRMSs (PBS, LSF, Torque, LoadLeveler, Condor, Sun
Grid Engine, SLURM). Data management is handled
by the GM on the front-end, so no CPU time is wasted
on staging files in or out. A job is allowed to start only
if all input files are staged in and in case of failure
during stage out, it is possible to resume the job from
the stage out step at a later point, for example when the
problem causing the failure is fixed. This architecture
and workflow principles lead to a highly scalable, stable
and efficient system showing particularly good results
for high throughput and data-intensive jobs.
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As a general purpose middleware, ARC strives to
be portable and easy to install, configure and operate.
One of the explicit goals for the upcoming releases is to
reduce external dependencies, like for example on the
Globus Toolkit and be included in the repositories of
the most popular Linux distributions like Debian and
Fedora. By porting both Globus Toolkit and the ARC
software to Windows, there is a hope to open ARC to
a broader range of user groups, both on the client and
the server side.

3 Next-generation ARC

The EU-funded project KnowARC and the NorduGrid
collaboration has developed the next generation of
ARC. Building on the successful design and the well
established components, the software has been re-
engineered, with the implementation of the Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) concept and addition of
standard-compliant Web Service (WS) interfaces to ex-
isting services as well as new components [9]. The next-
generation ARC consists of flexible plugable modules
that may be used to build a distributed system that
delivers functionality through loosely coupled services.
While faithful to the architecture described in Section 2,
ARC will at the same time provide most of the capa-
bilities identified by Open Grid Service Architecture
(OGSA) road-map of which the execution manage-
ment, information and data capabilities are the most
central. OGSA defines a core set of WS-standards and
describes how they are used together to form the basic
building blocks of Grids. Some of the capabilities are
provided by the novel ARC hosting environment Host-
ing Environment Daemon (HED) which will be de-
scribed in the next Section. Figure 1 is an overview of
the next-generation ARC architecture which shows the
internal structure both of the client and the server side.

KnowARC had a strong focus on the Open Grid Fo-
rum [10] (OGF) standardization efforts and both imple-
mented and participated in the development of a range
of standards. The project navigated through the frag-
mented landscape of standards [11], adhering to the us-
able and complete ones, while in case of incomplete or
partly matching standards, still applied them and propa-
gated feedback to relevant Standard Development Or-
ganizations (SDO). In case of non-existing standards,
ARC developers provided proposals supported by im-
plementation to appropriate SDOs and took an active
role in the standard development process. As a result
of this commitment, ARC developers are currently
major contributors to the GLUE2.0 [12] information
specification schema and other OGF working groups.

Fig. 1 Overview of the ARC architecture sowing the internal
structure both of the client and the server side. The client based
on the libarcclient is available via a number of interfaces. Plugin
adaptors for other target CEs can be easily added. On the server
side is structured around the HED container hosting all func-
tional components. The communication is WS based, but there
are also mechanisms for pre-WS backwards compatibility

The goal of this effort is to obtain interoperability with
other middleware solutions which follow the standards.

3.1 Hosting environment daemon

The next-generation server side ARC software is cen-
tered on the Hosting environment daemon (HED)
web-service container which is designed to providing a
light-weight, flexible, modular and interoperable basis.
HED differs from other WS hosting environments in
that it is designed to provide a framework for gluing
together functionalities and not to re-implement vari-
ous standards. One of the main functionalities is to be a
connection to the outside world and provide efficient
inter-service communication. HED supports via the
crucial message chain component different levels and
forms of communication, from simple UNIX sockets
to HTTPS/SOAP messages. This implementation sep-
arates the communication related functionalities from
the service logic itself. As HED is handling the com-
munication, it also implements the different security
policies. Also in this area, ARC has focused on using
standards, applying the SSL,TSL, and GSL protocols,
authentication mechanisms based on X.509, while VO
management is supported using VOMS [13].

3.2 Execution capability

The ARC Resource-coupled EXecution service [14]
(A-REX) provides the computing element function-
alities, offers a standard-compliant WS interface and
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implements the widely accepted basic execution ser-
vice [15]. In order to provide vital information about
service states, capabilities and jobs, A-REX has im-
plemented the GLUE2.0 information schema (to
which NorduGrid and KnowARC have been major
contributors).

Although KnowARC had a strong focus on novel
methodologies and standards, the core of the A-REX
service is the powerful, well tested and robust Grid
Manager familiar from the pre-WS ARC. Thus, the new
execution service implementation imposes the same
non-intrusive policies of restricting the jobs to dedi-
cated session directories and avoiding middleware in-
stallation on the compute nodes. A-REX supports a
long list of batch systems, offers logging capability and
support for Runtime Environments. efficient workflow
system where all input and output staging managed
by the front-end is preserved. This distinction between
the tasks done on the front-end and on the compute
nodes has resulted in a highly efficient utilization of the
computing resources.

3.3 Information system

The functioning of an ARC-enabled Grid strongly re-
lies on an efficient and stable information system that
allows the distributed services to find each other and
co-operate in a coherent way, providing what looks to a
user as a uniform resource. This special role requires
a high level of redundancy in order to avoiding sin-
gle points of failure. The basic building block is the
Information System Indexing System (ISIS) container,
implemented as a WS within HED, and in which every
ARC service registers itself. Its functionality is twofold.
On one hand they work as ordinary Web Services, and
on the other hand, they maintain a peer-to-peer (P2P)
self-replicating network—the ISIS cloud. Being imple-
mented as a service in HED allows all WS related com-
munication to be delegated the hosting environment
and profit from the flexible and uniform configuration
system, security framework and built in self-registration
mechanism.

The user clients will then query any nearby ISIS
service in order to perform the resource and service dis-
covery necessary for the matchmaking and brokering
that is a part of the job submission process.

3.4 Data management capability

One of the reasons why the high-energy physics com-
munity has embraced Grid technology is its ability to
provide a world-wide distributed data storage system.
Each of the four LHC experiments will produce sev-

eral petabytes of useful data per year. No institution
is capable of hosting all the LHC data needed by a
typical research group locally, rather one has to enforce
the policy of “sending jobs to data” meaning that all
analyses eventually will have to run, at least at some
stage, on the Grid.

Impressive as the data volumes are, the advantages
of the Grid data storage are not limited to its size. It
also offers easy, transparent and secure access to data,
which is just as important. In many projects, common
data is often the very core of the collaborative work and
knowledge sharing.

The ARC middleware has traditionally aimed at
high throughput, data-intensive jobs and reliable data
management. The next-generation ARC introduced
the distributed, self-healing storage system—Chelonia
[16]. storage It consists on a set of SOAP-based services
residing within HED. The Bartender service provides
the high-level user interface and a possibility to ac-
cess third-party storage systems. The Shepherd is the
front-end of the physical storage, while the Librarian
manages the entire storage namespace in the A-Hash,
a distributed metadata database, thus avoiding often
problematic centralized services. The services provide a
scalable, consistent, fault-tolerant and self-healing data
storage system. Files are grouped in a hierarchy of
collections and sub-collections, which conceptually can
be thought of as a UNIX-like file system that can be ac-
cessed through a root collection functioning as a global
namespace. The security, user access and permissions
within this hierarchical structure are imposed by well
controlled user- or VO-related authorization.

The Chelonia storage system is an independent Grid-
enabled system that can be used in three ways. It can be
integrated in a Grid job specification as the location of
input or output data and handled in an appropriate way
by the Computing Element. It can also be viewed as
an extended shared file system accessed via two types
of client tools. One possibility is the Command-Line
Interface offering basic functions like copy, move, list
or create a collection. Methods for modifying access
and ownership are also available. The second interface
is based on the high-level Filesystem in Userspace [17]
or FUSE-module which allows users to mount the stor-
age namespace into the local file system enabling the
use of graphical browsers and simple drag-and-drop file
management.

3.5 Interoperable client

Much of the success of a middleware depends on the
user interface. Therefore, ARC strives to implement
the principles behind the term Grid and associated
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analogies to the uniformity and simplicity of the power
grid. The main features of the client have already been
described in Section 2. In addition, the focus in the next-
generation client is on user friendliness, flexibility and
interoperability. The plugin-based libraries facilitate
simple integration of support for new Grid job execu-
tion services and data access. In order to be standard-
compliant, ARC has moved from the extended Resource
Specification Language [18] job description to Job Sub-
mission Description Language [19]. It has a built-in job
description translator and is capable of submitting jobs
to both the native ARC job execution services, as well
as to the gLite’s CREAM [20] and to UNICORE [21]
execution services. These are the two main interoper-
ability targets for ARC.

In order to make the Grid resources available for a
wide range of users, the client is made available for all
popular Linux distributions and a significant effort has
been made to port it to Windows and Mac OS.

Developers of third-party applications or backends
can easily build directly on the C++ libarcclient or
on its Python or Java bindings. The light weight and
standalone nature of the client makes it straightforward
to include in a software package, e.g., the Ganga job
management framework [22] used by CERN physicists
in the quest for new physics at the LHC. The ARC
job management functionalities are also available via
a graphical interface (GUI) and via the web portal
Lunarc Application Portal (LAP). Users may also
choose between several optimized brokering algo-
rithms, for example brokering based on data availabil-
ity or fastest CPU.

4 Applications

Since 2002, ARC has been in continuous use delivering
production-quality Grid infrastructures. It has been de-
ployed by national Grid infrastructures like the Swiss
SwiNG, the Swedish SweGrid, National Ukrainian
GRID Infrastructure and by the M-Grid in Finland
which also provides the Tier-2 center for the CMS
experiment of the LHC.

Due to the excellent performance, ARC is the mid-
dleware chosen to power the Nordic Data Grid Facility
[23] (NDGF). Using ARC, NDGF is capable of lever-
aging the existing national computational resources and
Grid infrastructures, and create a Nordic large scale
scientific Grid computing facility. One of the major
projects of NDGF is to operate the Nordic Tier-1 for
LHC experiments ATLAS and ALICE and thus be a
partner in the world’s largest scientific production Grid:
the World-wide LHC Computing Grid. The Nordic site

has a unique organization as it is a distributed Tier-1
and its high efficiency and successful performance
demonstrate the strength of the ARC middleware.

The ATLAS analysis covering for example searches
for the Higgs particle and new physics phenomena is
a very demanding computing task. It includes heavy
processing of data and Monte Carlo simulations, dis-
tribution, and storage of large data volumes, as well
as user analysis. In 2008, the NDGF managed system
delivered the highest efficiency among the ten ATLAS
Tier-1 sites.

Much of modern medical diagnosis is based on the
analysis of images which are created in vast quantities
at hospitals around the world. KnowARC partner Uni-
versity Hospital in Geneva (HUG) Switzerland, cre-
ates some 80,000 images per day alone. Content-based
visual information retrieval is the basis for several
applications that allow medical doctors and researchers
to search through large collections of images, com-
pare them, and obtain information about the partic-
ular cases. Image processing is a computing-intensive
task which requires a significant amount of resources.
In order to shorten the gap between the computing
needs and the existing hardware, the multidisciplinary
medGIFT team at HUG has developed an ARC-based
Grid infrastructure using idle desktop machines which
employs virtualization techniques (VMware). Three
medical imaging applications (general content-based
image retrieval, lung image retrieval, and fracture im-
age retrieval) have been gridified so far. This use-
case shows the capability of ARC to create volunteer
or cycle scavenging computing infrastructures in the
security-sensitive and challenging network environ-
ment of a hospital [24].

The Taverna [25] workbench gives biological sci-
entists the means to rapidly assemble data analysis
pipelines. KnowARC has provided an ARC client plu-
gin for Taverna that gives its users seamless access
to Grid resources, which often in the past have been
inaccessible due to the complexity of the system.

5 Development outlook

The new WS-based ARC components are being grad-
ually introduced into the production releases while
maintaining backwards compatibility and assuring a
smooth transition. At the end of 2009 the NOX release
of the ARC, containing only the WS-based compo-
nents and clients, was made available. In 2010, the
0.8.2 production release of ARC included, for the first
time, some of the WS-components, alongside of the
classic components, in order to ease deployment on
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production facilities and pave the way for eventual
migration. Further development and support is carried
out by the NorduGrid collaboration and NDGF.

The ARC middleware has been selected by the
European Grid Initiative [26] Design Study as one of
the three sanctioned middleware solutions for future
European-scale Grid computing, and is also a part of
the emerging European Middleware Initiative, fore-
seen as the future common European middleware solu-
tion. The standard-based interoperability focus of ARC
will play an important role in this context.

In order to prepare for ARC technology take-up,
developers have successfully ported essential Grid tools
like the Globus Toolkit, LHC File Catalogue [27] and
VOMS to Debian and Fedora. These components are
also being integrated into Ubuntu through their up-
take of Debian components, and are available to dis-
tributions such as RedHat Enterprise Linux, CentOS,
Solaris, and Scientific Linux via EPEL (Extra Packages
for Enterprise Linux), and add-on repository main-
tained by Ferdora. These are also planned to be ported
to Windows, extending the Grid awareness of this
important platform. In the future, ARC developers
aim to make ARC itself an integral part of Linux
distributions.

Building on the accumulated experience and exper-
tise through a number of projects both in Grid ap-
plications and in middleware development, ARC will
continue to provide simple and reliable Grid solutions
and work towards standard-based interoperability.
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